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Introduction to Transform

Transform CSU 2020
Embrace on a journey toward unparalleled excellence for Connecticut State at a major economic system for higher education. Increase accessibility and affordability for more universities into one system. Multi-year plan to unite 17 CSU colleges and CSU 2020

What is Transform CSU 2020, and where are we today?
Our learning environments transform students and faculty at an ever-increasing number of institutions to achieve their personal and career goals.

The Connecticut State Colleges & Universities (ConnSCU) contribute to the creation of knowledge and the economic growth of the state of Connecticut by providing affordable, innovative, and rigorous programs.

Conncsu's Mission

professionally rewarding academic programs

increase the number of students completing personally and

Our Vision for ConnSCU

MISSION & VISION

CSCU Mission and Vision
Introduction
Guiding Principles for Transform CSUC 2020

Principles intended to narrow choices in initiative design, offer direction during “forks in the road”

Maintain core focus on student interests — operate with a “student first” mentality

Act in alignment with the vision, mission, and goals of CSUC

Balance the need to maintain local institutional identity and missions with the opportunity to strategically leverage collective resources within the system

Actively seek to enhance effectiveness and efficiency across the system

Provide transparency and ensure stakeholders have a voice in the process

Maintain the need to be positioned for growth and able to respond nimbly to changing context

Preserve collective resolve to stay the course through this period of change; accept some instability for the sake of progress
Summary of Transform Csu 2020 Initiatives
Topics covered by Transform academic initiatives

- Potential topics covered within initiative
- Student services
  - Institutional innovation
  - Transfer and articulation
- Academic
  - Enhance academic offering
  - Student retention
  - Attracting and recruiting
- Graduate student enrollment
- Recruit out-of-state students / improve opportunities for study abroad
  - Veterans enrollment
  - Go back to get ahead
- Cross-campus registration and admissions
- Establish and grow early college programs
Please visit www.ct.cwu.edu/Transform for more information.

Thank you!

What are your key priorities related to Transform?

What are your fears / concerns related to Transform?

What are your hopes and aspirations for Transform 2022?

For discussion